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      Rethink your packaging and supply chain
    

    We provide comprehensive packaging and supply chain solutions for producers of consumer product goods.
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      Your packaging is your brand. Get the packaging Your product deserves.
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          Spouted Pouches
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          Stock Pouches
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          Eco Friendly Pouches
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          Flat Bag Pouches
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        Our secret Sauce Is your advantage

        Overseas production empowers you to maximize your margins and compete like never before!
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        Our 8 Point Partner Pledge
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	We are committed to honesty and transparency with our clients.
	We never sacrifice quality for price.
	We guarantee 100% of everything we produce.
	We deal with the factories directly. No manufacturers reps or brokers.
	We have our own people at the factory and on the ground.
	We provide on-site inspections of our work, conducted by independent labs.
	We work with a dedicated logistics team and company.
	We have warehouses on the East and West Coast.


      

    

  





  


  
    
      
        WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
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              They can do it all.

            

            
              Our company has been in business since 1958, and in that time we have worked with a lot of different packaging companies - and the StandUpPouches.net team shines above the rest. And don’t let the name fool you, they do WAY more than just stand up pouches.”

               – DARRYL BOSSHARDT, REDMOND MINERAL
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              Big fans of ABC

            

            
              [We are] big fans of ABC, and Tam [Custom Printed Pouch Project Manager] at that! Glad the camaraderie is mutual”

               – MATT CLIFFORD, BARNANA
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              We LOVE these!

            

            
              Tammi [Custom Printed Pouch Project Manager) You Rock as always!!!! Thanks so much for sending the samples…bags look good. We LOVE these!!! It is seriously such a treat to get these.”

               – GARMON CORPORATION, NATUREVET
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              We LOVE your bags!

            

            
              We LOVE your bags and as we grow would like to have your company design them!”

               – MAUREEN LAKE, SWEET PEA KITCHEN
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              Above and beyond

            

            
              Many thanks for making the 4 x 6 bag happen for us. You have gone above and beyond and I appreciate your working to make this happen.”

               – DARRYL BOSSHARDT, REDMOND MINERAL
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              Quick and prompt service

            

            
              The bags are great! Exactly what I'm looking for. Quick and prompt service. Will be back!”

               – DANNY FONTES, KRAOMA
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              Customer service

            

            
              A stand up pouch is not a piece of art...its not a complex piece of software. It is a fairly simple product mass produced with multiple suppliers around the world. What makes the difference between StandUpPouches.net & the competition is the customer service. I started a business with a pretty unique product not knowing a dang thing about what I was doing. When I randomly picked Karen & her team to supply my bags, little did I know I was getting a group of people that weren't just filling orders but dedicated to learning my business & helping me grow. I have to worry about a lot of things but this is an area where I know I'm covered! Oh...& there silver pouches are way better quality then Uline.”

               – TIM BROWN, TACO IN A BAG
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              Very impressive

            

            
              Everything looks wonderful. You guys continue to exceed our expectations by providing quality product and great customer service from order to delivery. Very impressive.”

               – JOE NEEB, MIRACLECORP PRODUCTS
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              They're loving it!

            

            
              When our project manager asked how the customers were reacting to the packaging and cocoa powder, this was what Holy Kakow had to say: "Oh, they're loving it. Kissing and huggin' it Tammi! This is definitely an improvement from our former packaging. We'll look forward to working more with you.”

               – WYATT WOODS, HOLY KAKOW CHOCOLATE
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              The bags looks great!

            

            
              The bags look great! We can't wait to roll out the new look!”

               – ANN WHALEN, OPTIMAL WELLNESS CENTER - GOOD n' RAW
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              We love you guys!

            

            
              Tell and thank everyone at ABC that our pouches turned out fantastic. Everyone loves them, especially our retailers! They are just stunning and beautiful. Sales are going well and ramping nicely. We love you guys! We would recommend you to everyone/anyone. Your whole team did a fantastic job for us!!”

               – Nancy and Bill Pohlman, Equine health products - 707 Ranch LLC
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              Very helpful

            

            
              Very helpful and it's easy to figure out what & how, love them & would love to work with them in the future!”

               – MADONA GIORGADZE, GEORGIANCOOK LLC
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              Thank you for going the extra mile

            

            
              As we all know, there comes a time in each of our businesses where we need one (or more) of our suppliers to go the extra mile. Yesterday was just that day for me. We got a last minute order last night (via email, at 7:30 pm EST). I quickly called our sales rep. at Standuppouches.net aka, Abc-packaging.com and left a message for our rep. to call 1st thing in the morning. This morning, Karen Soria returned my call, listened to my needs, offered several available options, and I now have my order filled, and being delivered as I need it for tomorrow at noon. I love it. Thank you Karen and Standuppouches.net. for going the extra mile.”

               – Bob Haasenritter
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              Great products!

            

            
              I received the sample pack and the pouches looked great, they had a lot of them to choose from and the printed one looked great. I would recommend this company for your packaging needs.”

               – Lindsay Larochelle, Lindsay's Treats
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              Highly recommended

            

            
              Have been using StandUpPouches.net for six years and have always been happy with the quality, speedy delivery, prices and customer service. Other companies have sent me samples and none have compared to the quality and aesthetics of the pouches I have been ordering from StandUpPouches.”

               – Terri Lynn Fucile
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              We were very happy with the samples

            

            
              They were a good representative sample. We chose the ones we liked and placed an order for 3 different bag sizes and styles. Thanks for the fast response.”

               – Tim Dillin, Farm to Market Grains LLC
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              Thanks for the turnaround

            

            
              It felt like the samples were in my hand before I even sent out the request, thanks for the turnaround!”

               – Emory Minter, Capital Teas
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              Great Service

            

            
              Wow, reply on a Sunday. Now that is great service.”

               – Brian, Happy Wire Dog LLC
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              Supply your with all the information

            

            
              They do their best to supply you with all the information you need to know to succeed in your search for the best product.”

               – Santos Diaz, Eli's Doces
            

          
 
        

          
      
     
    

  






  
    
      S.E.E. How we work
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        Share

        Tell us all the intimate details of your packaging: specific uses, past failures, current retailers, production methods, competitive landscape, etc.
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        Engage

        Collaborate with us to test the effectiveness of different options and determine the ideal solution.
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        Execute

        From concept to final delivery, we handle all your production and supply chain needs.

      

      
    

  





  
    
      CONTACT US

      Fill out the form below, and one of our team members will contact you. We take pride in getting you answers and solutions in the least amount of time possible. 
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          COMPLIMENTARY SAMPLES
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